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Abstract. Given a triplecovering X of genus g of a general (in the
sense of Brill-Noether) curve C of genus h, we show the existence of
base-point-free pencils of degree d which are not composed with
the triplecovering for any d> g ―[(3h + l)/2] ― 1 by utilizingsome
enumerative methods and computations. We also discuss about the
sharpness of our main result and the so-called Castelnuovo-Severi
bound by exhibiting some examples.
0. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the problem of the existence of base-point-free
pencils of relativelylow degree on a triple covering X of genus g of a general
curve C of genus h > Q. Such a problem is classical and the picture is rather
well known for the degree range close to the genus g. On the other hand, by a
simple application of the Castelnuovo-Severi inequality one can easily see that
there does not exist a base-point-free pencil of degree less than or equal to
(g ―3/?)/2 other than the pull-backs from the base curve C; while for the degree
beyond thisrange not many things have been known about the existence of such
a pencil which is not composed with the given triple covering. The main result
of this paper is the following.
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Theorem A. Let X he a smooth algebraic curve of genus g, over an alge-
braically closed field k with char{k) = 0, which admits a three sheeted covering
onto a general curve C of genus h>＼,g> (2[(3/i+ l)/2] + 1)([(3A + l)/2] + 1).
Then there exists a base-point-free pencil of any degree d > g ―[(3h + l)/2] ―1
which is not composed with the given triple covering.
This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we prove Theorem A by using the
enumerative methods and computations in H*(Xa, Q) of various sub-loci of the
symmetric product Xa of the given triple covering X, while we defer proving the
key lemma which are necessary to prove Theorem A. Specificallywe compare
the fundamental class of X＼ := {D e Xa : dim|D| > 1} with the class of all
irreducible components of X＼ whose general elements correspond to pencils on
X with base points. This argument works because the latter components are all
induced from the base curve C and Xl has the expected dimension. In §2, we
proceed to prove Lemma 2.1. In proving Lemma 2.1, we need to utilize and
carry out some computations based on the fundamental result of Rick Miranda
about the triplecovering of algebraic varietiesin general [M]. In the last section
we discuss about the sharpness of our main result and the so-called Castelnuovo-
Severi bound by considering some examples.
1. Existence of base-point-freepencilson triplecoverings
The purpose of this sectionis to prove Theorem A. We begin with the
following dimension theoreticstatements about the variety of speciallinear
systems on an algebraiccurve; cf.[CKM] Corollary 3.1.2.
Lemma 1.1. Let X be an algebraic curve of genus g. Let neN, g>
{In - 3)(≪- 1) {and if n < 2 let g>2n-＼). Assume that dim W＼+X(X) < 1.
Then W＼{X) is equi-dimensionalof the minimal possibledimension p(d,g,l)
2d ―2 ―g for all d such that g ―n < d < g.
The followinglemma is a specialcase of the Castelnuovo-Severibound; for
the proof, see [ACGH] p. 366 Exercise C-l or [A], p. 21.
Lemma 1.2 (Castelnuovo-Severi bound). Let X be a smooth algebraic curve
of genus g which admits a triple covering onto a curve C of genus h. Let
n : X ―*C be the triple covering. For any integer n < (g ―3h)/2, a base-point-
free pencil gln {possibly incomplete) is composed with n, or equivalently the
morphism X ―>Pl induced by the g＼ always factors through n.
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Proof of Theorem A. Let n = [(3/z+ l)/2] + 2. Then n+l = [(3h + l)/2] +
3 < (g ―3h)/2 by the numerical hypothesis on the genus g of X. Assume that
there exists a gYn+lon X. By Lemma 1.2,it follows that every gln+lis composed
with n and
(A.1) wln+iW = K*<(Q + wn+l_3m(x)
for some m with n + 1 ―3m > 0. On the other hand, since C is general
(A.2) dimW^(C) = dimro*W^(C) =p(m,h,＼) :=2m-2-h>0.
By settingu:=n+l- 3w( > 0) and v := 2m - 2 - h( > 0), we have
{1 if A is odd
0 if h is even.
Since u > 0, y > 0 and dim W＼+l(X) ―u + v by (A.I) and (A.2), we have
dim Wl+l(X) = 0. Accordingly by Lemma 1.1, W＼(X) is equi-dimensional of the
minimal possible dimension p{d,g, 1) :―2d ―2 ―g for all d such that g ―n <
d<g. And it follows that for d > g - [(3h + l)/2], Wld{X) 2 W＼_X{X) + W＼{X)
by dimension count, and hence there exists a base-point-free pencil of degree d
on X, which may possibly be composed with n. Furthermore, for any d >
g - [(3/j+ l)/2] and m with p(m,h, 1) > 0 (i.e.m > ＼{h+ 3)/2]), one has
dim Wld{X) - &im{n*Wlm{C) + Wd^m{X))
= p(d,g, 1) -p(m,h, l)-d + 3m = d-g + m + h
■Pfv-m--
Hence it follows that
(A.3) W}(X) a n*Wlm{C) + Wd.3m{X)
and we conclude that there exists a base-point-free complete pencil of any degree
d > g ―[(3h + l)/2] which is not composed with n.
Thus it remains to prove the theorem only for the case d = g ―
[(3/j+ l)/2] - 1. In order to avoid the unnecessary symbol [ ], we consider the
two cases according to the parity of h, the genus of the base curve C.
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(a) h is even: Set h = 2e, then d
~
g - [(3h + l)/2] - 1 = g - 3e - 1. The
proof for this case Is divided into three steps.
(a-1) Let X be a component of Wg_3e_i{X) whose general element has a
base point. Then I = 5^ + Wg-ie-＼-p(X) for some ft with 4<ft<g-3e-2,
where XL is a subvariety of ^i(X) whose general element is base-point-free. In
this step we will show that ftis relatively small compared to g, i.e.ft < 9e + 4.
We firstnote that dimZ = p(g ―3e― 1,^,1) = g ―6e ―4, hence dimS^ =
ft― 3e ―3 > 0. Let L e S^ be a general element. By the standard description of
the Zariski tangent space to the variety Wrd(X) of any curve X in general, we
have
dimCIm/io)1 = dim TL{W}{X)) > dimS^ = ft- 3e - 3
where /i0: H°(X,L) R H°(X,KX (g)L"1) -* i^0(X, j^) is the usual cup product
map. By the base-point-free pencil trick ([ACGH]), p. 126), we have
dim(Im /io)1 =g~ dim(Im fiQ)= g - h°(X,L)hl(X, L) + dim(Ker fi0)
= g -2{g - ft+＼) +h＼X,Kx R L~2)
= h°(X,L2)-3>ft-3e-3.
Hence h°(X,L2) > ft- 3e > 3 which implies dim W^e~l{X) > @ - 3e - 3. By
reducing to pencilsif necessary we have
dim W;+3e+2(X) = dim W＼p_{p_,e_2){X) > fi- 3e - 3 + (fi - 3e - 2)
= 2(£-3e)-5.
Note that fi< g ―3e ―2, hence ft+ 3e + 2 < g. We now consider the following
two cases:
(1) If ft+ 3e + 2 = g, then by passing to residual series
dim Wlfi+3e+2(X) = dim Wg-2(X) = ^ - 2 > 2(fi- 3e) - 5,
hence, 12e > ^ ―7 which contradicts the genus assumption.
(2) If £+ 3e + 2 < g - 1, we have
2(fi - 3e) - 5 < dim ^+3e+2(X) < (jg + 3e + 2) - 2 - 1,
hence, 5<9e + 4 by H. Martens-Mumford's theorem; cf. [ACGH] Ch. 4,§5.
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(a-2) In this step, we will show that E is of very special type; specifically,
(A.4) I, = n*I,'+Wg-6e-4(X),
where H' is a component of W^+l(C).
First note that by the assumption on h and g by step (a-1), we have
/?< 9e + A < (g ―3h)/2. Hence by Lemma 1.2, every element of 2^ is a pull-
back of a oL3 on C, i.e. X^ = n*(l}^3(C)), where 2^3(C) is a component of
W}/3(C), i.e.
Ejc^(i) = ,^;/3(c)
and W}{X) = n*W^/3(C) has dimension p{fi/3,h, 1) = 2 ･(^/3) - 2 - 2e, since C
is general. We also have
g - 6e - 4 = dimS = dim(2^ + Wg-U-＼-p{.X))
-( 2l-2-2e)+(g-3e-l -p)
<dimWlg_3e_l(X)=g-6e-4.
From this we get (/?/3) = e+l and every component of Wg_3e_{(X) whose
general element has a base point is of the form n*lf + Wg-(,e-^{X), where Yl is a
component of W]+l{C).
(a-3) In this step, we will show that there exists a component of Wg_3e_l(X)
which is not of the form (A.4), which willin turn imply that there exists a base-
point-free pencil of degree g ―3e ―1 on X which is not composed with n.
By recalling the fact that C is general and the Brill-Noether number
p(e+l,h,l) is zero, 1/ is a single point gle+l(C) of W^+l(C) and there are
exactly s := h＼(l/(h- e)＼･ ＼/{h-e+ 1)!) reduced points in W}+l(C), which is
Castelnuovo's count for the number of gr/s when p = 0; cf. [ACGH] Theorem
1.3, p. 212.
Let f! be the locus in Cj+1 corresponding to g]+l(C) = I/. We will show in
the second section (Lemma 2.1) that Wg_3e_l(X) is reduced at a general point
of n*{Wl+l{C)) + Wg-6e-4(X), which in turn says that Xg_3e_x is reduced at a
general point of n*(t＼')+ Xg-^e-4-
We now recall some of the notations and conventions used in [ACGH],
especiallyin Chapter VIII. Let u : Xd ― J(X) be the abelian sum map and let 9
be the class of the theta divisor in J(X). Let u* : H*(J(X), Q) -+ H*{Xd, Q) be
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the homomorphism induced by u. By abusing notation, we use the same letter 6
for the class u*8. By fixing a point P on X, one has the map i: Xd-＼ ―>Xd
defined by i(D) ― D + P. We denote the class of i(Xd-i) in Xd by x.
By the steps (a-1) and (a-2), the only components of Wg_le_x(X) whose
general element has a base point are of the form n*If + Wg-ee-4(X), where If is
a component of W^+l(C).
We denote by a and a the class of n*Cle+l + X3_6e-4 in Xg-^-x and the class
of n*Cle+x in X^^ respectively. Because ^1_3e_1 is of pure and expected
dimension p(g ―3e ―＼,g,1) + 1 = $ ―6e ― 3, the class xlg_3e_l of Xj_3e_! in
Xgse-i is well known (cf. [ACGH] p. 326), namely
(A.5) r1 -xg-3e-l
1
(3e + l)!(3e + 2)!
((3e+l)W3e+2-(3e + 2)＼x03e+1)
Let's also recall that for a cycle Z in Xd, the assignments
Z i-> ^4jt(Z):= {E e Xj+^ :£ - D > 0 for some D e Z}
Z h-> 5;t(Z) := {£ e Xd_k :D-E>0for some DeZ}
induce maps
Ak:H2m{Xd,Q)-+H2m{Xd+kiQ)
Bk : H2m(Xd, Q) - H2m-2k(Xd_k, Q)
and the so called push-pull formulas for symmetric products hold (cf.[ACGH], p.
367-369).
Note the fact that Xxg_le_xand 7t*CJ+1 + Xs_6e-4 have dimension g - 6e - 3
in X3_3e_!. On the other hand, by the push-pull formulas
Bg_6e_4(Xe-6e-3) = (g-6e-3)x
and
= {o ■Bg-6e-4(x°-6e-2))X3e+i= (g-6e-3)(a- x)Xm
= (g-6e-3)s
by noting the fact that (of･x)x s = hl(l/(h - e)l ■l/(h - e + l)＼).
By (A.5)
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＼xg-3e-l X )xg-u-＼
(
1
(3e+l)!(3e + 2)!
1
(37+2)1
(3e+l)W3e+2-(3e + 2)＼x03e+l
x<?-6e-3 . gle+2 _
1
(3e+l)!
g-6e-2 . $3e+l
xg-6e-3
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1 gl 1 g＼
{3e + 2)＼'{g - 3e - 2)! (3e + 1)1'{g - 3e - 1)!
where the last equality comes from the fact that (x^~a ･0a)xd = 9^1{9 ~ a)->which
is a consequence of Poincare's formula; cf. [ACGH], p. 328.
Finally a tedious but straightforward calculation yields
(xl ■r9~6e~3} ">(a. y9~6e~3＼
＼y je i /Aj_3e_i ＼ /A.g--ie-i
and this shows that there exists a component in ^1_3e_1 other than those of the
form n*(Cl+l) + Xg-ee~4, which is equivalent to the fact that there exists a
component of W/-j_3e_1(X) which is not of the form (A.4). And this finishesthe
proof of our assertion that there exists a base-point-free pencil of degree g ―
3e ―1 on X which is not composed with n.
We now proceed to handle the case when h = 2e + 1. Even though the
method is almost the same, we willpresent somewhat detailed argument and the
computations for the convenience of the reader.
(b) h is odd: Set h = 2e+l, then d = g- [(3h + l)/2] - 1 = g - 3e - 3. The
proof for this case is also divided into three steps.
(b-1) Let E be a component of Wg_3e_3(X) whose general element has a
base point. Then E = 5^ + IF3_3e_3_Jg(X) for some /? with 4<j]<g-3e-4,
where E^ is a subvariety of WJ{X) whose general element is base-point-free. In
this step we will show that fiis relatively small compared to g, i.e./?< 9e + 10.
We firstnote that dimE = p(g ―3e ―3,g,1) = g ―6e ―8, hence dimEi =
P ―3e ― 5 > 0. Let L e EJ? be a general element. Again by the description of the
Zariski tangent space to the variety of special linear systems, we have
dimOtaiK,)1-= dim TL{WUX)) > dirnS^ > ^ - 3e - 5
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By the base-point-free pencil trick, we have
dim(Im/io)± = g - dim (Im/*0) = g - hQ(X, L)hl(X, L) + dim(Ker/*0)
= g-2(g-P+l)+hQ(X,KxRL-2)
= h°(X,L2)-3>0-3e-5.
Hence h°{X,L2)>0-3e-2>3 which implies W^e~＼x) >fi-3e-5. By
reducing to pencils if necessary we have
dim Wlp+3e+4(X) = dim W^_3e_A) (X) > 0 - 3e - 5 + (fi - 3e - 4)
= 2(0 - 3e) - 9.
Note that 0 < g ―3e ―4 hence 0 + 3e + 4 < g. We consider the following
two cases:
(1) If 0 + 3e + 4 = g, then by passing to residual series
dim Wlp+3e+4(X) = dim Wg.2(X) = g - 2 > 2(0 - 3e) - 9,
hence ＼2e>g― 15, contradictory to the genus assumption.
(2) If 0 + 3e + 4 < g - 1, we have
2(0 - 3e) - 9 < dim W^+3e+4(X) < (0 + 3e + 4) - 2 - 1,
hence, 0 < 9e + 10 by H. Martens-Mumford's theorem.
(b-2) In this step, we will show that S is of very special type; specifically,
(A.6) l, = 7l*l!+Wa-6e-9(X),
where 2/ is a component of W^+2(C).
First note that by the assumption on h and g and by step (b-1), we have
P < 9e + 10 < (gf- 3/z)/2.Hence by Lemma 1.2, every element of S^ is a pull-
back of a gL3 on C, i.e. Eg = tc*(Z^3(C)), where £^3(C) is a component of
^/3(C),
T.＼^WUX)=n*wUC)
and WUX) = n* Wl3(C) has dimension p(fi/3,h, 1) = 2 ･(fi/3) - 2 - (2e + 1)
since C
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is general.We also have
g _ 6e - 8 = dims = dim(2j + Wg^e^p{X))
<dim(WUX) + Wg^e.3.p(X))
-H -2-2e-lj
< dim Wlg_3e_3(X)
+ (g-le-3-@)
g - 6e - 8
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From thiswe get fi/3 = e + 2 and every component of Wg_3e_3(X) whose general
element has a base point is of the form n*Jl + Wg-ee-9(X), where £' is a
component of W^+2(C).
(b-3) In this step, we will show that there existsa component of W^_3e_3{X)
which is not of the form (A.6), which willin turn imply that there existsa base-
point-free pencil of degree g ―3e ―3 on X which is not composed with n.
Since C is general and the Brill-Noether number p(e + 2,h, 1) = 1 > 0,
W}+2(C) is irreducible of dimension 1 which follows from Gieseker's theorem by
Fulton and Lazarsfeld's connectedness theorem together with Brill-Noether
theorem by Griffiths-Harris; cf. [ACGH] p. 214. Hence we have
S' = Wle+1{C) and X = n*Wle+l(C) + Wg-6e-9(X)
By Lemma 2.1, Wg_3e_3{X) is reduced at a general point of X, which in turn says
that Xg_3e_3 is reduced at a general point of n*C＼+1 + Xgse-9-
We denote a and a by the class of n*C＼+2 + %g-6e-9 in Xg-ie-i and the class
of n*Cle+2 in -^3e+6 respectively. Because Xj_3e_3 is of pure and expected
dimension p(g ―3e ―3,g1l) + l=g ―6e ―l, the fundamental class xg_3e_3 of
Xj_3e_3 in Xg-3e-3 is
(A.7) *≫--3 = ≪e + mie + 4),^ + ^M ~ (3≪+ 4)^+3)
Note the factthat ^_3e_3 and n*Cle+1+ Xg-6e-9 have dimension g - 6e - 7
in Xg-3e-3. Hence, as in the even genus case, we have
llg-6e-9{X )
fg-6e-T＼
＼g-6e-9
x2
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＼ /Ao_3e_3
(Ag_6e_9(a)-x^-%_ie_3
= (d-B^e-9(x9-6e-7))Xie+6 =
=
/g-6e-7＼
＼g-6e-9)
=
(g-6e-7＼
＼g-6e-9
[Ce+2 X )Ce+2
(g-6e-l
＼g-6e-9
)(a-x2)y
({2e+＼)＼ (2g+l)! ＼
＼e＼{e+＼)＼ (e-＼)＼{e + 2)＼)
where the last equality comes from Poincare's formula, the fact that C is general
and the class cl+2 of C]+2 in Ce+i is
Ce+2 e＼
x6e-x
On the other hand, by (A.7) and Poincare'sformula
/I , g-6e-7＼
1
(3e + 3)!(3e + 4)!
((3e + 3)W3e+4 - {3e + 4)＼x93e+2)
■xg~6e-7
g＼(g-6e-l)
{3e + 4)＼(g-3e-3)＼'
Finally a tedious but strightforward calculation yields
yxg-3e-3 x )Xg3e_3> {a x )Xg_u_3
and this shows that there exists a component in lrl_3e_3 other than those of the
form 7r*(Cj+2)+ Xs_6e-9, which is equivalent to the fact that there exists a
component of Wg_3e_3(X) which is not of the form (A.6). Whence this finishes
the proof of our assertion that there exists a base-point-free pencil of degree
g ―3e ―3 on X which is not composed with n. □
2. Tie proof of Lemma 2.1
In this section,our aim is to prove the following key lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that C is a general curve of genus h.
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(i) Assume h ―2e and g > 6h + 4. Then a general element ££of
n*(Wle+l{C))+ Wg-ee-A{X) is a reduced point of W^^X).
(ii)Assume h = 2e + 1 and g > 6/1+ 7. Then a general element if of
n*{W*+2{C))+ Wg-6e-9{X) is a reduced point of W^_3e_3(X).
Assume that n : X ―>C is a finite morphism of degree n. Because &c ―
n*G>x is an algebra homomorphism, the trace map gives a splitting.Hence we
have n*&x = @c c & where S is defined by
^{fle n*(0jr)|≪"+ cian~2 + ･■■+ cn-2a + c≪-i= 0 and cu ...,c_i e 0C}-
This <f is clearly a locally free sheaf of rank n ―1.
Remark 2.2. For the rest of this section, we assume, again, that n ― 3,i.e.
a triplecovering. Therefore n is a finiteseparable morphism of degree 3 and $
is a locally free (Pc-module of rank 2. As n*((9x) is a commutative ^c-algebra,
we have a map defined by the multiplication,
n*{Rx) R Qcn*{&x) ^ n*{(9x).
Hence the multiplication induces 0c-module homomorphisms
<j>x: S2i -> &c and ^2 : 52^ -> ^.
Furthermore, the algebra structure on 7i*(d?^)= Cc c ^ is written as follows:
(2.A) (a, A) ･(a1,b') = {aa' + fa(bb'),ab' + a7> + <j>2{bb%
where a, a' e &c and Z>,6' e S. Locally, <f>2is written as the following form [M]:
(j>2{z2)= az + bw, (j>2{zw)= ―dz ―aw, (friiw1)― cz-＼-dw
where z,w e$ is a local frame of i and ≪,b,c,d e 6 c- Such a map ^2 is
called a triple covering homomorphism due to R. Miranda. We denote by
TCHom0c(£'2<f, S) the set of all triplecovering homomorphisms on S and there
is a functorial homomorphism
F : TCHom<pc(5V,^) -> Hom^J^V, fl?c)
such that </>2e TCHom^c(5'2^', <f) and ^ = F($2) gives an d?c-algebra structure
on (9cR S by the relation (2.A) [M], p. 1131 Proposition 3.5.
Also for the triple covering % : X ― C there is a functorial isomorphism
Hom%(7r*^(^),{Px) ^ Hom0c(7r*(0x),rc*(0x)).
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We take an element GeHom.<r)x(7c*n*(G)x),Rx)which corresponds to theidentity
map: n*{&x) ―≫n*((9x)-Sincen*(6x) = @c c $, we can writea = (ci,^) where
a＼:&x ―>&x and &2 '･n*$ ―*@x- Because a is an ^^-algebra homomorphism,
a＼is the identitymap. As for 02, we have the followingresult.
Lemma 2.3. The image of oi is an invertiblesheaf.
Proof. Let U = Spec(A) be an affine open subset and let n 1(U) =
Spec(J?); note that n is a finitemorphism therefore is an affine morphism. Let
TiU.S) =M. The morphism 02 on n~l(U) is written as follows:
MRAB
MRA{A@M)
O2
B
where t = //0 (^1? ^2)> pi'-M RAA ―>B is a multiplication map, ^2 *s the triple
covering homomorphism corresponding to the yl-algebra structure of B and <f>{
is the homomorphism defined in Remark 2.2. Clearly fi is a non-zero map,
therefore 02 is not a zero map either and it follows that Im(<X2) is an invertible
sheaf. □
In general, one knows that to give a morphism of X to the projective
bundle P{&) over C is equivalent to give an invertible sheaf J2? on X and a
surjective homomorphism n*i ―>Z£＼cf.[H], p. 162 Proposition 7.12. Hence by
Lemma 2.3, we have a morphism/ : X ― P(<f) such that the following diagram
commutes.
X -i-≫p{g)
C
With these preparations we now prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. / is an embedding.
Proof. Let U = SpQc{A) be an affine open subset of C. Let Z = n~l(U) =
Spec^S), r(U,n*(Qx))=ARAsiRAs2 and Z,-= {P Z＼Si{P)# 0}, i = 1,2.
Because 7ris a finitemorphism, Z is an affine open set and hence Z,-is also an
affine open set for i― 1,2. Moreover Z,-= Spec(JSJ.)-Therefore BSi is generated
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by 1,Sj/stwhere j # i. By a criterionfor a morphism to a projective space to be
an embedding ([H] p. 151 Proposition 7.2),f＼n-i^ is an embedding for every
affine open set U a C and hence / is an embedding. □
We now consider the ruled surface q>:P(£) ― C. Let Cq be a divisor on
P(£) such that (pJ(9p<ACq)) = £.Let C be a minimal section of a : PCS) -> C,
― ― ―2
<f = V*{&p{g){C)) and ^ = -(C ). Then there exist an exact sequence
(2.B) 0 -> {Pc -h.£ -> /＼2^ -> 0
and an isomorphism £ = & R ocJt for some line bundle ^# on C.
We now take an invertible sheaf Ji such that £^$ % J( and let≪ = deg(^).
We then have C0~C + ^*(^#) (linearly equivalent). Therefore CQ = C + nF
(where = means numerical equivalence and F is a fibre of <p) and (Cq) =
2n ―3 = deg(/＼ <f).One also knows the following numerical equivalence;
(2.C) Km = -2C0 + ((2A - 2) + deg(AV))F,
see [H], p. 372 Proposition 2.8 and p. 374 Corollary 2.11.
By (2.C), we have the following:
Lemma 2.5. We have n = ((Cg) +6)/2 = (S-g + 3h- 2)/2 and we also
have
f(X) . 3C0 - 2deg(AV)F . 3C + V + 9-U + 2 p
for numerical equivalence.
Proof. By the Riemann-Hurwitz relation([H], p. 127 Exercise 5.16),we
have
and hence
Ig - 2 = 3(2/i- 2) + deg( AVR-2)
deg(AV)
3(2/1- 2) -(2gf- 2)
2
As CQ = C + nF, we have n = (S - g + 3h - 2)/2 because (Cj) = 2≪-<5 =
deg(/＼≪f).By Lemma 2.4,/ : X ―>P(<?) is an embedding and tt: X ― C is a finite
morphism of degree 3. Therefore we have f(X) ~ 3Co 4- <P*{T) for some divisor
T on C and 2g-2 = (KPW+f(X)).f(X) by the adjunction formula. Hence
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deg(T) = -2deg(/＼2≪f)by (2.C) and we have
/(X) = 3C0-2deg(A2<f)F
= s(c + 8 - g + 3h - 2
2
= 3C +
38 + g-lh + l
2
')
F
j3(2h-2)-(2g-2)＼F
□
Proposition 2.6. There is an exact sequence
where deg(^) = -{g - 3h)/2 - (2 - d)/2 and deg(j^) = -(g - 3h)/2 - (2 + 5)/2.
Proof. Since S ^ S R Ji, one has /＼V ^ /＼V RJtR2 and deg(/＼V) =
-<5.Again by the Riemann-Hurwitz relation,
Therefore we have d&g(Jt) = -(g - 3h)/2 - (2 -S)/2. By tensoringJi to the
exact sequence (2.B) and taking 5£= /＼$ R Ji, we have the exact sequence
and deg(j^) = -(g - 3h)/2 - (2 + 8)/2.
Lemma 2.7. -h < 8 < (g - 3h + 2)13.
□
Proof. If 3 < 0, then ―h < 3 by a theorem of Nagata; [N] p. 191 Theorem
1. Therefore we may assume that 8 > 0. As f(X) = 3C + {33 + g - 3h + 2)/2,F
by Lemma 2.5 and/(JQ is irreducible, we have 33 < (3d + g - 3/i+ 2)/2 by [H]
p.382 Proposition 2.20. Therefore we have d<(g-3h + 2)/3 D
Proposition 2.8. deg(^) < (-gf + 3/i- 2)/3 a≪J deg(i?) < (-g + 4h- 2)/2.
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, we have the exact sequence
such that deg(^) =-{{g - 3h)/2 + (2 - <5)/2) and deg(i?) = -((g - 3h)/2 +
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(2 + <5)/2).Therefore we have
<
g-3h + 2
2
9 o-3/i + 2
2
g-3h + 2
6
-2g + 6/j- 4 -g + 3h-2
and
deg(J2?) = -(
6
g-3h 2 +
< -
g-lh + 2
2
-g + Ah - 2
2
h
+
2
?)
3
s
+
2
by Lemma 2.7
g-3h + 2
2
by Lemma 2.7
8
2
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□
With all these preparations we now start to prove Lemma 2.1.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. We will only provide the proof of the case h = 2e
because the odd genus case can be done in the same way.
Let Jf = (9x{n*(D) + A) be a general element of a component of
n*{Wle+l{C)) + Wg-6e-4(X), where ^(A) e Wg-6e-A{X) is general and 0c(D) e
Wl+l(C). Since C is general, Oc(D) is a base-point-free pencil by the Brill-
Noether theorem for general curves. Hence we deduce that @x(n*{D)) is also
base-point-free and the base locus of Jf is just A by the general choice of A.
Since every component of n*(Wl+l(C)) + Wg-ee-4(X) has the expected dimen-
sion, to show the reducedness at Jf itis sufficientto show the injectivityof the
Brill-Noether map T{X,Jf) <g>Y{X,o)X R J^R"1) -> T{X,cox) by the descrip-
tion of the Zariski tangent space to the variety Wrd{X). Hence by the base-point-
pencil trick,it will be enough to show that F(X, wx R Jf R "2 R ^jr(A)) = 0.
Note that
r(X, cox R Jf R ~2 R %(A)) s F(X, coz R n*{(9c{-D)R2) R (P^(-A)).
We will show that
dim*(r(jr, £≫xR n*{(9C{-D) R-2)))<g-6e- 4,
which will imply Y(X,(ax R J^R"2 R ^(A)) = 0 by the general choice of A.
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On the other hand, since C is a general curve Oc{D) is a reduced point of
Wl+l{C) (cf.[ACGH] p. 214) and hence by the base-point-free pencil trick again,
we have
dimk(T(C,&c(Df2)) = 3.
Since n*(0x) = &cR$, we have
n*(n*d)c(D)R2) s (9C{2D) R{iR (9C{2D)).
Moreover we have the exact sequence
0 -> Jt R (9C{2D) -^SR (9C{2D) -+ & R (9C{2D) -* 0
and
deg(^) <
-g + 3h-2
3
and deg(i?) <
-g + 4h-2
2
by Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 2.8.Therefore we have
and
deg(JtRGc(2D))£
deg(J^R0c(2D))<
-g + 6h + 4
3
-g + 6h + 2
2
<0
<0
by the assumption on g and h. Therefore we have F(C, ≪fR &c(2D)) = 0. Thi
implies dva＼k(T(X,7i*(Oc{2D)))) = 3 and this finishesthe proof of Lemma 2.1
the Riemaen-Roch theorem.
s
by
□
Remark 2.9. (i) One may show the result of Lemma 2.1 (with a slightly
weaker bound on g) in the following way. Here we sketch an alternative
argument for h = 2e + 1 only; the h = 2e case is similar. Wl+1(C) is reduced at a
general point J^5 hence h°(C,21?) = 4. Suppose n*££is a non-reduced point on
7r*(^J+2(C)) = W＼e+6{X). Then h°(X,2n*&) > 5 and since n*＼2^＼£ |2rc*if|,it
follows that |27r*i?|is not composed with n. Thus X has a base-point-free g^
with x < 6e + 9 not composed with n by subtracting 3 genetically chosen points
on X. And thisis contradictory to Lemma 1.2 if g > 18e + 21. Hence W＼e+f)(X)
is reduced at a general point n*£?. Finally, one can assert that n*£?R 0y(A) is
a reduced point of Wg_3e_3(X) where @x(&) e Wg-6e-9 is general, by invoking a
result of Coppens [C], Corollary 8.
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(ii)On the other hand, one may recognize the importance of the method
(i.e.utilizing the Rick Miranda's triple covering result) adopted in the proof of
Lemma 2.1 as follows:
(1) For d >g ―[(3h + l)/2] ―1, W＼{X) has expected dimension and hence
the enumerative method works to prove the existence of a base-point-free pencil
which is not composed with the triple covering. On the other hand, for the
degree outside this range W}(X) does not have the expected dimension and one
should find a totally differentway to investigate the problem. This constitutes a
part of our forthcoming paper where the methods we used in Lemma 2.1 play
some role in the paper.
(2) The reducedness result we proved in Lemma 2.1 has somewhat better
bound (of the genus g of the curve X with respect to the genus h of the base
curve C) than the one we outlined in (i) above; g > lie + 14 vs. g > 18e + 21
for h = 2e + 1 and g > lie + 5 vs. g > 18e + 6 for h = 2e.
3. Examples
In this section, we shall give examples of cyclic triple coverings of curves.
One example suggests that there is a possibility of an improvement of our
bounds given in Section 1. Another assures that the Castelnuovo-Severi bound
is not sharp in some sense, i.e. the bound of degree of base-point-free pencils,
which is not composed with the triple covering projection, is greater than the
Castelnuovo-Severi bound. Both examples are given by cyclic triple coverings.
We begin with the following remark about cyclic triple coverings.
Remark 3.1. Let C be a curve of genus h and X be a cyclic triplecovering
of C. Let X be of genus g and let a be the automorphism of X of order 3 so
that X/<<7> is equivalent to C. Let n be the projection map of X to C. Since the
order of a is prime, every fixed point of a is a total ramification point of n and
they are all.By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, there are g ―3h + 2 fixed points,
Pu...,Pg-3h+2eX, of a.
Since the order of a is 3, the space H ― Hl (X, &x)V can be decomposed
into the direct sum H ― Hq c H＼ c Hj, where
Hj = {G>eH:<Do<j = Cjco}, (j = 0,1,2), £= e2*^/3.
It is known that every coeHq is the pullback rc*tt/of some co'e Hl(C,&c)W.
So dimi/o = ^ and for o> e Uo, the divisor (co) = 2P＼ + f-2Pg^h+2 +
n*(Q＼ -＼ h Qih-2), where gi H 1-O2A-2 is a canonical divisor on C (cf.[L]).
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For a fixed point P,-e X of a, one can take a local parameter z,-at Pt such
that a : z,-i-> £z,-or a : z* i-> £2z,-.The exponent of C only depends on Pt.
For rje Hi, let the Taylor expansion of // near P,- be given by
)?= (flb+ a＼zt+ <22zJH )dzi.
In case a : z,-i―*£z,-,
^ o a = (ao + fliC^i+ a2C2zj + ･･ -)Cdzi.
By the definition of Hi, tjoa = £t],hence we have a, = 0 if j = 1,2 (mod 3).
Hence, tj has a zero of order 0 modulo 3 at Pi.
In case a : z,-i-> C2zi,using a similar argument as above, one obtains that rj
has a zero of order 1 modulo 3 at P,-.
Hence, there is an integer t such that for every rje Hi, renumbering the
suffixesif necessary,
(3.1.1) (i/)=Pi + -..+Pr + **(Z)i),
where Di is an effective divisor on C which depends only on rj. Similarly, for
every x e Hi,
(3.1.2) (t) = P,+i +-■■+ Pg-3h+2 + n*(D2),
where D2 is an effective divisor on C which depends only on x.
Let kj ― degDj. Since r＼,x e H, deg^/ = degr = 2gf- 2. Hence, t+ 3ki ―
g-3h + 2-t + 3k2 = 2g-2. Since 0 < t < g - 3h + 2,
3A:y-> 2^ - 2 - (0 - 3/i+ 2) = 0 + 3h - 4.
If ^ + 3h - 4 > 6/1- 5, i.e.% >2h-2, then h°(C,Dj) = dimfl,- = *,-- A + 1. We
may also assume t>g ― 3h + 2 ― t,i.e.2t > g ― 3h + 2. If it is not the case, we
take C = e4m'/3instead of e2ni/3
Example 3.2. Let X, C, n, a, t be as above. If g > 3h ― 1, then there exists
a complete base-point-free pencil g＼ which is not composed with n, for some
integer n < max{?, g + 2 ― t).
Proof. It is enough to show the existence of a linear series glmax{tg+2-t}
which is not composed with n.
Take an rje Hi. Let the divisor of rj be
(,) = p, + ...+ Pr + n*(Ql + ... + Qk＼
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Q＼,...,Qkie C. By (3.1.2),for every r e H2, the divisor of x is of the form
Pt+i + ■■'+ Pg-3h+2 + 7t*{D2),degD2 = k2 and h°(D2)=k2-h + l.
In case t < (g + 2)/2, we have It = g + 2 - 3h + 3k2 - 3ki <g + 2, hence
k2 ―h < k＼.So we may assume that
/>2= fii+ ■■･+ Qk2-h + Q'k2-h+i+ ■■■+ Q'k2,
for Q'kl_h+l,...,Q'kie C. Then, i//t is a meromorphic function on X whose
divisoris
Pi + ･･･ + Pt + n*(Qk2-h+l + ･･･ + G*,)
- (Pt+l + ･･･+ P.-3A+2) ~ ^(Gfe-A+l + ■･ '+ Q'k2).
Hence, the linear series ＼P＼-＼ ＼-Pt + n*(Qk2-h+i-＼ ^Gfci)l *s °f degree
t + 3(k＼- ki + h) = g + 2 - t and is not composed with n.
In case t > (g + 2)/2, we have ki - h > k＼.In this case, we take
D2 = Q＼+ -" + Qkl + Gi,+i + ･･■+ fi^
Then, the divisor of n/r is
A + ･･･ + Pt - (Pt+l + ■■■+ Pg-3h+2) - n*(Q'kl+l + ■■■+ Q'kl).
Then, |Pi + ＼-Pt＼is of degree t and is not composed with n. This completes
the proof. □
Example 3.3. Let X, C, n, a, t be as above. Assume that g>3h―l. If
n < (g ―3h + 2 + t)/3, then every glnis composed with n. Furthermore, if g >
Ih ―4, then for every C and every t such that (g ―3h + 2)/2 < t < g ―3h + 2 and
t = 2g ―2 mod 3, there existsa cyclic triplecovering X of C on which there exists
a complete base point free linear series a) not composed with the triplecovering.
Proof. Let / be a meromorphic function on X such that / o a = £/*,
deg(/)00 = N＼ and the support of (f)^ does not contain any Pj. Then f(Pj) = 0.
For cog Ho, co'=fco is a 1-form which satisfiesco'o cr= Ceo'.Hence, the order
of zero of co' at Pj, denoted by ordp.co',is
ordpjCo' =
: 0"= i 0
0-3A + 2)
mod 3.
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ordPf =
{: C/=i,...,0
(j = t+l,...,g-3h + 2)
mod3.
So, Ni = ciegC/)^ = deg(/)0 > g - 3h + 2 + t.
Applying a similar argument for a meromorphic function / on X such that
f o a ― C2/> de$(f)ao = ^2 and the support of (/)00 does not contain any Pj, we
have N2 > 2(g -3h + 2)-t.
Let / be a meromorphic function on X such that deg(/)00 = m and
/ o a ＼=f-Considering a linear fraction,if necessary, we may assume neither the
support of (/)00 nor (/)0 contains any Pj.
Letft =f + C2if oa + Cfoa2, (i = 0,1,2). Thenftoa = Cfu (i = 0,1,2) and
3/ =/o +/i +/2- Since /(/>,)± 0 and /,(/>,)= 0 (i = 1,2, 7 = 1,...,g - 3h + 2),
we have fo(Pj) # 0. Further we may assume neither f＼ nor fi vanishes iden-
tically.If it is not the case, say f2 vanishes identically(denoted by fi = 0), one
can consider F = (＼/f) instead of/. Again, F can be decomposed as F =
FQ + F＼+ F2 such that Ft o <r= C'F/ (? = 0,1,2). Assume Fi = 0, then
3 = 3//1 = (/o +/i)(Fo + ^2) = (/oi^o+/iir2) +/1F0 +^2.
Here, (f0FQ +f＼F2) o a =/oFo +/1F2, /l^o °ff= C/1^0 and foF2 o a = C2f0F2.
Hence, /1F0 =foF2 = 0 and /1 = F2 = 0. A contradiction. In case F2 = 0, again
we have a contradiction.
By the definition of/-, we have (/,), < (/), + (/ o a)m + (/off2)ffi
(/"= 0,1,2). Hence, deg^)^ < 3m. This implies that
3m > max{gf - 3h + 2 + t,2(g - 3h + 2) - ?}.
As in Example 3.2, we may assume 2t>g ―3h + 2. Hence, m>(g ―3h + 2 + t)/3.
This implies the firstassertion.
Next, we shall show the second assertion. Let K{C) be the meromorphic
function fieldon C. Since t = 2g-2 mod 3, t - (g -3h + 2 - t) =2t - g+ 3h-
2 = 0 mod 3. Let f=(2t-g + 3h- 2)/3 > 0. Take g-3h + 2-t + f general
points Pt+u...,Pg-3h+2,Qi,...,Qt on C. Since #-3/i + 2-? + 3*f= ?>
(gf- 3/s+ 2)/2 > 2h - 1, there isa jel(C) such that
(jOo, = A+i + ･･･ + Pff-3A+2+ 3(gi + ･･･ + Qe).
We may assume the support of the zero divisor of y consists of distinctt points
P＼,...,Pt e C. Let x be a triplevalued function on C satisfying v = x3 and let X
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be a curve so that K{X) = K(C)(x). For P e C, taking a local parameter zP at P,
we have an automorphism a of I such that a :(zP,x{zP))s-^{zP,{,x(zp)). Then
X/<cr> is equivalent to C. Thus, X is a cyclic triple covering of C which is
branched over Pi,..., Pg-ih+2-
Since x e AT(A") satisfiesx o a = (x, we can divide Pi,..., Pg-3h+2 into
P＼,...,Pt and Pr+i,..., Pg-3h+2 as desired. It is noted that in this case we have
g) which is not composed with n. It is a better estimate in case t <{g + 2)/2.
n
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